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Abstract

Object recognition is an important aspect of many vision based computer sys�
tems� One method of object recognition is to represent an object as a series of
parametrised arcs� that can be transformed into a set of points in a metric space�
The points can then be used to recognise features common to similar objects un�
der this representation� This thesis examines the parametrised arc representation
and how it can be used for the purpose of object recognition� A connectionist
network to achieve this task will be described� its weights determined by the
common features of the objects to be recognised� Results from experiments on
the network� asserting the usefulness of the underlying representation scheme and
the speed of the weighting scheme� will be presented�

Keywords� Object Representation� Object Recognition� Connectionist Network
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CHAPTER �

Introduction

Object recognition is an important aspect of many vision�based systems� includ�
ing robotics and image analysis� In this thesis� object recognition is considered to
be the process of categorising input objects as members of internally de�ned ob�
ject classes� There exist numerous techniques for object recognition� Pavlidis ����
extensively describes the signi�cant underlying theories involved in the discipline�
while Suetens� Fua and Hanson ����� give a detailed survey of current and notable
techniques for object recognition�

In a number of papers� Hadingham ��� �� �� ��� suggests and develops a lan�
guage for representing static two�dimensional edge�based objects� In this model
an object is considered to be a set of semantically disjoint edges �an edgeset��
Two lines� which may or may not cross in the image� are semantically disjoint
if they belong to di
erent edges in the original scene� Each edgeset consists
of a series of connected arcs� which can be represented as a point in a metric
space� These arcs are separated by regions of high curvature or by some occlu�
sion� This segmentation of an object into edgesets and arcs has a certain basis
in neurophysiology� The research of Hubel ����� demonstrates that the brain con�
tains orientation selective cells� suggesting the capability to detect regions of high
curvature� and thus decompose edge�based images into arcs�

This thesis details research where Hadinghams representation scheme was
used as the formal basis of a object recognition system� implemented using a
connectionist network� The language presented by Hadingham is extended� and
the properties of this new representation model and its metric spaces are exam�
ined� with particular attention paid to the similarities and di
erences between
certain objects� The results of this comparison are used to construct a measure of
distance between objects� and a method of extracting recognisable features from
sets of objects� A connectionist network� e
ectively an arti�cial neural network�
is constructed� The weights on the connections in the network are �xed at initial�
isation� their values based upon the results obtained from the distance measure
and the extracted features� Experiments testing and examining the capabilities of

�
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this network were conducted� The �ndings show that the representation scheme
captures the recognisable features of object� that the recognition system produces
acceptable results� and that it does so particularly fast�

It should be noted what this project does not entail� Hadinghams represen�
tation model is the central object of study� not image segmentation and edge
detection techniques� Any such image pre�processing� in particular the forma�
tion of semantically disjoint edgesets� will be assumed to have been performed
perfectly� before the input data is entered into the system� Although there ex�
ist many edge detection techniques �see Gonzales ��� for a fuller discussion�� a
program capable of ful�lling the image pre�processing required by this project
is not currently available� Hence all input data will be manually constructed�
rather than being extracted from actual images� The data will be assumed to be
initially noise�free� however some inaccuracies in the parameter values may result
from manual input� Thus the actual input is assumed to contain minimal noise�

A review of certain object recognition techniques and an examination of the
parametrised arc representation developed by Hadingham� is given in Chapter ��
Extensions to the Hadingham representation scheme are discussed in Chapter ��
Chapter � details the method used to determine the distance between two ob�
jects� and the procedure for generating probalistic intersections� which are used
to extract sets of common recognisable features from objects� In Chapter 	 the
structure of the connectionist network is presented� along with the scheme to de�
termine its weights from the probalistic intersections of objects representative of
particular object classes� Chapter � gives the results of a number of experiments
performed upon the network� and Chapter � summarises the results presented�
suggesting avenues for further work�



CHAPTER �

Literature Review

��� Object Recognition

Object recognition is a special case of pattern recognition� where the input data is
a visual image� and the pattern to be matched represents an object� Thus to gain
an understanding of the theory underlying object recognition� an investigation
of the theory of pattern recognition forms a solid foundation� Pavlidis seminal
book Structural Pattern Recognition ���� introduced and de�ned the term it uses
as its title ����� Structural pattern recognition attempts to describe objects�
often recursively� by their structure and then design a recognition scheme based
upon this representation� This is analogous to the approach taken in this thesis�
Pavlidis focuses mainly upon image segmentation� an area extraneous to this
project� as all image pre�processing is assumed to have been previously performed�

Miclet ��	� details the theoretical structures employed in structural pattern
recognition� The fundamental theory surrounding each structure is presented�
together with algorithms for determining the distance between objects modeled
using the structures� Two structures examined by Miclet and used to repre�
sent objects in this project are context�free grammars �Chapter �� and graphs
�Chapter ��� Caelli� Ferraro and Barth ��� expand upon Miclets work� suggest�
ing four properties a representation structure should possess in order to facilitate
�strong recognition� The properties are translation invariance� rotation invari�
ance� unique object de�nition and explicit encoding of transformation states� Due
to the pre�condition that only static two�dimensional images can be represented�
the last property is inapplicable in this thesis� however the others are essential
objectives in designing a representation scheme�

Suetens� Fua and Hanson ���� de�ne the process of object recognition as
�� � � the task of �nding and labeling parts of a two�dimensional image that corre�
spond to objects in the scene��� The paper from which the above quote originates
contains a comprehensive survey of current and notable techniques for object

�
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recognition� each method placed in one of four categories� �feature vector detec�
tion� ��tting models to photometry� ��tting models to symbolic structures� or
�composite strategies� In the �feature vector detection technique� objects are
represented as a vector of characteristic attributes� each vector corresponding to
a point in a multi�dimensional attribute space� Thus recognition becomes the
process of determining which vectors from the image� fall within the area in the
attribute space representing the object model� �Fitting models to photometry in�
volves attempting to match an object directly to the image data �photometry�� for
example �nding circles by searching for arcs� �Fitting models to symbolic struc�
tures requires recognisable features to be extracted from an image and placed
into �symbolic models� before attempting to identify them� Any combination of
the previous three techniques is classi�ed as a �composite strategy�

The recognition method detailed in this thesis falls within the �composite
strategy category� This is because objects are represented as a set of feature
vectors �points in a metric space�� although they are �rst placed into a �symbolic
structure� namely the extended Hadingham representation scheme �Section ���
and Chapter ��� Thus the technique is a combination of �feature vector detection
and ��tting models to symbolic structures� Suetens� Fua and Hanson suggest
that this technique is suitable for both complex image data and complex object
models� However due to the assumption of perfect input� the complexity of the
input image is irrelevant�

In �feature vector detection the set of all possible vectors forms a feature
space� which is partitioned� during a �learning� phase� into regions representing
di
erent objects� This methodology is conducive to a connectionist implementa�
tion� Serra and Zanarini ���� demonstrate how a Hop�eld network ���� can be
�taught ASCII characters� Each character� and its complement� is represented by
a �xed point within the network� that is if a character equivalent to a �xed point
within the network is input� then that character will be output unchanged� This
network is guaranteed to converge to only one of these �xed points� for any given
input� In this work the feature vectors are the binary bitmaps of the characters�
Bergman and Mulgaonkar ��� use a similar technique� with a three layer neural
network� to recognise address blocks on envelopes� using position and shape to
form the feature vectors�

A recognition system utilising the ��tting models to symbolic structures tech�
nique must �rst extract from the image a set of recognisable features� This is
usually done using a local operator� hence all contextual information is lost� The
features are then placed in �symbolic structures� and compared against inter�
nal models� The graph is a structure often employed in object representation
schemes using this technique� The most basic form of graph matching involves
searching for graphs that are identical �isomorphic� to the internal object graphs�
Murray ���� uses such a method� However the requirement that the two graphs
be isomorphic is an untenable precondition in many applications� as it assumes
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zero noise in the image data �unlike the minimal noise assumption in this thesis��
A more robust procedure is to compare some measure of graph distance� one such
method is suggested by Houraud and Skordas ����� They match stereo images�
thereby recovering the three dimensional geometry of the original scene� This
is achieved by identifying maximal cliques in a graph where the nodes represent
every possible pairing of features from the stereo images� and the arcs repre�
sent geometric compatibility between these pairings� The search for maximal
cliques is an NP�complete problem� hence the above method was slow� requiring
�� minutes on a ������ VAX� when the input scene contained ��� lines�

Ayache and Faugeras ��� use graph matching and heuristic pruning in their
HYPER �HYpothesis Predicted and Evaluated Recursively� system� which can
identify occluded industrial parts� HYPER extracts linear edges from images and
stores them as polynomial approximations to their contour� HYPER works by
creating a large number of initial hypotheses about the position of an object� The
hypotheses are expanded upon by iterativelymatching every remaining image line
to successive model lines� thus forming a tree with the hypothesis at the root and
�possibly incorrect� matchings between the model and the image at the leaves� At
each stage the next line to be added to the hypothesis is the one that results in the
minimisation of a dissimilarity measure� The hypothesis resulting in the series of
matchings with the least total distance is considered to be correct� and represent
the desired object� This work was extended by Beveridge ���� and formalised into
a combinatorial search of all possible matchings between an object and an image�
employing heuristic shortest�path algorithms to speed the recognition process�

��� Hadingham�s Representation

In a number of papers Hadingham suggests and develops a method for represent�
ing static edge�based two dimensional objects� as a series of parametrised arcs�
Under this scheme an edge is decomposed into a series of connected arcs� each arc
delineated by areas of high curvature or occlusion ���� This decomposition con�
stitutes the basis of an object description language� which is proved to be �nite
for digitised images� Futhermore the language is shown to be a semigroup ����
although the properties of semigroups are yet to be exploited by the language�

The context�free grammar proposed by Hadingham ���� is de�ned in Table ����
The orientation of an object is de�ned to be the angle the �rst arc makes with
respect to the horizontal� Every arc is non�uniquely de�ned by three parameters�
the knot angle� which is the angle between an arc and its preceding arc �or in the
case of curves� the angle between the tangents�� the sweep angle� which is the angle
subtended by the curve of the arc �� if the arc is a straight line�� and the length
of the arc� Figure ��� illustrates the arc parameters� and the description of the
object being� ����
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object ��� orientation�edgeset�
edgeset ��� edgeset edge
edge ��� edge segment
segment ��� arc
arc ��� �knot�angle� sweep�angle� length�

Table ���� Hadingham�s representation scheme

the bottom left corner� and proceeding clockwise� The knot angle is the clockwise
change in direction between the previous arc and the current arc� resulting in a
value on the interval ��� ����

Length Sweep Knot

Figure ���� An example object displaying parameters

The possible advantages of Hadinghams scheme become apparent if arcs are
viewed as elements of a three dimensional metric space �over R� called the �Arc
Parameter space �AS�� This metric space also ful�lls the requirements of a
vector space� however the properties of vector spaces are not utilised by this
project� thus the term metric space is used to avoid confusion� There exists an
onto function that maps any allowable arc to a point in the AS� This function
simply sets the parameters of the point equal to the appropriate parameters
of the arc under consideration� However as arcs are not uniquely de�ned� this
function is not one�to�one� and many arcs may map to the same point in the
AS� Hence a four dimensional metric space �AS � R� where R is the set of
natural numbers� is required to completely describe an object� this is called the
augmentedAS� The fourth dimension is de�ned as the number of arcs mapping to
that point� the �mapping multiplicity�� Other� higher dimensional� metric spaces
may be constructed to represent relationships between an arbitrary number of
consecutive arcs� For instance� the binary relationships between consecutive arcs
can be expressed in a seven dimensional space �AS��R�� the axes being the six
parameters from both arcs combined and the �mapping multiplicity�� In general
the relationships between n consecutive arcs can be modeled in a metric space of
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order ASn �R�
The augmented AS and binary relationship space of the object in Figure ���

are given in Figure ���� The seven dimensional binary relationship metric space
is illustrated as six� three dimensional graphs where the parameters of adjacent
arcs are plotted against each other� In both graphs the �mapping multiplicity�
at a point is shown by the size of that point� In order for an objects metric
spaces to be invariant to the direction of arc traversal� before mapping arcs to
points� the knot�complement of the object is calculated� The knot�complement
of an object is the series of arcs in reverse order and with complement knot
angles� but otherwise identical to the original object� The required metric spaces
are then generated from both the object and its knot�complement� Thus the
augmented AS of an object will always be symmetrical around the plane knot�
angle��� however this is not necessarily the case in metric spaces modeling binary
or higher relationships between arcs� due to the order of the arcs being reversed�
In the binary relationship space graphs� S is the sweep�angle �in ��� K is the
knot�angle �in ��� and L is the length�
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Figure ���� AS and binary relationship metric spaces of the object in Fig ���
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Object Representation

Hadinghams representation scheme ���� has a number of de�ciencies associated
with it� Firstly the scheme� while translation invariant� is rotation and scale
variant� That is objects which are identical in all respects other than their initial
orientations or size� will be represented as di
erent objects� This is an unnec�
essary complication in object recognition� an inverted person is still the same
person� The scheme is also unable to model all possible two dimensional edge�
based objects� It constrains an object to consist of a single series of connected
arcs� with each arc having at most one directly consecutive arc� Objects that
comprise multiple disjoint edgesets� or that contain more than two arcs connect�
ing at the same point can not be modeled without the loss of infomation on some
of the connections� Figure ��� illustrates how a comparatively simple object is
impossible to describe using Hadinghams representation scheme�

Figure ���� An impossible object in Hadingham�s representation scheme

The context�free grammar de�ned in Table ��� in extended�BNF form �accord�
ing to the rules presented by Rohl ������ is an extension of Hadinghams scheme�
and overcomes the shortcomings mentioned above� In the grammar braces signify
zero or more occurrences of the enclosed symbol sequence� The arc parameters
knot�angle and sweep�angle are determined in a similar manner to the original
grammar� However the length of the arcs are normalised by the maximum arc
length in the object� resulting in a value on the interval ��� ��� The position

�
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rule de�nes the relative position of an edgeset compared to the other edgesets
in an object� This is accomplished using polar coordinates� the angle and dis�
tance generated from a consistently selected origin� The distance parameter in
the position rule is also normalised by the maximun arc length�

object � ��� edgeset f position ��� edgeset ��� g ����
position � ��� angle ��� distance ����
edgeset � edge�
edge � arc f ��� edge ��� g farcg�
arc � ��� knot�angle ��� sweep�angle ��� normalised�length ����

Table ���� The extended representation scheme

The extended representation scheme retains the major attributes of the orig�
inal� Similarly the method of forming metric spaces from the arc parameters�
and the characteristics of these spaces remain equivalent� Advantages over Had�
inghams scheme include rotation invariance� due to the removal of the initial
orientation� and scale invariance� since the arc lengths are normalised� Recursion
in the edge rule allows an arc to have an arbitrary number of directly consecu�
tive arcs� Additionally� multiple edgeset terms in the object rule permits an
object to comprise any number of disjoint edgesets� The addition of rotation
invariance causes the representation scheme to satisfy the three applicable prop�
erties required for �strong recognition� as presented by Caelli ��� �Section �����
Also the extensions to the representation scheme make it possible to encode all
possible static two�dimensional edge�based objects� Thus the object displayed
in Figure ��� is a valid object in the extended representation scheme� and its
arc�based description is shown in Table ���� All angles are in multiples of ��

Unfortunately the method of encoding the relative position of edgesets intro�
duces a new constraint� If the position parameters are not consistently measured
from corresponding arcs in di
erent objects� then the position of edgesets in those
objects will not match� Imagine the disparity between the position of a cars tyres
determined �rst from the bumper� and then from the roof� To partially solve this
problem� the positions of edgesets are assumed to have been consistently calcu�
lated relative to the �rst arc in the �rst object� the �rst object being the largest
edgeset �determined by number of arcs��

In order to facilitate easy use of the extended representation scheme there are
two tools convert and graph� The program convert veri�es that the input data
conforms to the grammar rules in Table ���� normalises the length parameters�
and converts all the angles to radians� Table ��� displays output from convert�
the �rst edgeset is the crossed square� encoded starting at the bottom left corner
of the square and proceeding clockwise� the circle comprises the second edgeset�
The braces and their contents denote an arc cycle �an arc connecting to a previ�
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Table ���� The arc�based description of the object in Fig ���

ously described arc�� The �rst number inside the braces is a label by which the
cycle is referenced� and the second number �if present� is the knot angle between
the two end arcs� For example� the label ��������� in Table ���� denotes that
the diagonal originating at the bottom right corner of the square in Figure ���
connects with the top left corner� with a knot angle of �

�
� The use of labels to

indicate a cycle in an object is purely for simpli�cation of the description process�
as the representation scheme completely encodes an object� The graph program
plots the four dimensional augmented AS and�or the seven dimensional binary
relationship space of an object in LATEX picture format� In both output graphs
the �mapping multiplicity� dimension is normalised by the��norm and depicted
by the size of a point in the object� Thus any points in the representation scheme
are constrained to be within the interval ��� �� for length and �mapping multi�
plicity�� and the interval ��� ��� for knot and sweep angles� Di
erent edgesets
are represented in the graphs by di
erent symbols� the relative positions of each
edgeset denoted in a symbol key� placed in the top right corner of the graph�
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Figure ���� AS and binary relationship graphs of the object in Fig ���



CHAPTER �

Object Comparison

��� Object Distance

An object recognition system requires the ability to compare the level of similarity
between objects� This method of comparison must be able to distinguish between
di
erent broad classes of object� for example cars or people� while retaining the
capacity to di
erentiate among members of an object class� such as the objects
in Figures ���� The ability to convert an object into a set of points in a metric
space �Section ����� suggests the application of geometric techniques to these
metric spaces� in order to determine the level of similarity between objects�

Figure ��� Person A and B

In this thesis� the level of object similarity is measured by calculating the
cumulative geometric distance between sets of points in a metric space� such as
the augmented AS �Figure ����� The distance between any two points� pi and
pj � in a metric space is de�ned to be dist�pi� pj�� the length of the line segment
that has the two points as its endpoints� This is the usual euclidean metric in
R
n�� and can be easily computed for any two points by squaring the di
erences

��
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of their parameters� then taking the square root of the sum of these squares� The
nth�partial distance between two objects� O� and O�� is denoted dn�O�� O�� and
de�ned to be the summation of the distances between the n closest points� �pi� pj��
where pi � O�� pj � O�� and �pi� pj� are removed from O� and O� respectively
after being used in calculating the partial distance� In mathematical notation
the partial distance is�

dn�O�� O�� �
nX

k��

�
min

��i�jO�j���j�jO�j
dist�pi� pj�� O� n pi� O� n pj

�

where j O� j represents the number of points in the set O�� similarly j O� j is the
size of O�� Note that in the above equation k is simply a counter� ensuring that
the distances between the n closest pairs of points are summed� Thus the total
distance between two objects is the nth�partial distance where n is the number
of points in the smaller object� This distance scheme is not transitive� that is
if dist�pi� pj� and dist�pj � pk� are less than some arbitrary number� it does not
necessarily follow that dist�pi� pk� is also less than this number� Although it is
unreasonable to expect any useful distance measure to satisfy transitivity� this
property would be useful when computing intersections� However the scheme is
symmetric� dist�pi� pj� � dist�pj� pi�� and the distance from a point to itself is
always zero� dist�pi� pi� � ��
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Figure ��� The augmented AS�s of Person A and B

The program compare calculates the partial distances between any two ob�
jects� The output of compare when the augmented ASs of two people �Fig�
ure ���� and the augmented AS of the example object �Figure ���� are input� is
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graphed in Figure ���� This graph demonstrates how di
erent objects are sepa�
rated by the distance measure� the distance between persons A and B is clearly
less than the distance between either of them and the example object� It should be
noted that the person�example object comparisons matches only half the number
of points as the person�person comparison� This is because the example object
has roughly half the number of arcs of the objects it was compared against� When
necessary� the compare program can assign values to each unmatched point� based
upon a speci�ed function �default value� �

��
� �number of unmatched points����

Additionally� the compare program can ignore one or more of the arc parameters
when calculating distance� e
ectively assigning the value zero to all instances of
those parameters�
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Figure ��� Partial distances resulting from comparing Person�s A and B	 and the

example object

��� Object Intersection

Object recognition systems generally identify objects by comparing them against
an internal set of recognisable features common to a particular object class� Thus
a complete object recognition system requires the ability to extract such a set
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of recognisable features� from a number of objects belonging to the same class�
One method of deriving a set of common features from any set of objects is to
�nd their probabilistic intersection� that is those characteristics which are possi�
bly contained by all or some of the objects� Using the extended representation
scheme� the probabilistic intersection is found by comparing the points contained
in each object� and those within a certain distance of each other� are clustered
together to form a single point in the intersection� However since the distance
measure is not transitive� there are a number of possible methods for determining
which features should be clustered together� This project utilises two clustering
algorithms� namely blobbing and maximal cliques�

Maximal Cliques Blobbing
Figure �� Comparison of clusters formed by each clustering algorithm

The �rst step in determining the intersection of a number of objects is to
concatenate the sets of points in each object� Next the distance between every
pair of points is calculated� although as geometric distance is symmetric� and the
distance between a point and itself must equal zero� only p��p

�
distances need be

calculated� where p is the total number of points� Those pairs greater than a
speci�ed threshold value apart �default value����� are discarded� resulting in a
list containing only the pairs of points which are possibly the same point�

The list of pairs of points returned from the distance function can be thought
of as the adjacency list in an undirected graph� In this graph there exists one node
for each point in the distance list� and if there exists a pair �pi� pj� in the distance
list then there is an arc connecting the nodes representing pi and pj � Thus the sets
of points to be clustered together should form connected subgraphs of this graph�
This project utilises two clustering algorithms� namely blobbing and maximal
cliques� The blobbing algorithm simply �nds the maximal connected subgraphs�
that is those subgraphs where there is a path from any node to any other node�
and if any node not in the subgraph is added to it� without an appropriate arc� this
property is lost� The maximal cliques algorithm �nds the maximal cliques in the
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graph� A maximal clique is a subgraph in which every node is adjacent to every
other node� and if any node not in the subgraph is added to it� this property is lost�
Unfortunately searching for maximal cliques has been demonstrated to be an NP�
Complete problem �	�� compared to the polynomial blobbing algorithm� however
there exist some heuristics to speed the search� Reingold� Neivergelt and Deo ����
give such an algorithm centred upon the notion of a tree search� with heuristics
to prune certain branches� the pseudo�code upon which this implementation is
based is presented in Appendix B� Figure ��� shows the result of each clustering
algorithm on a simple graph� The dashed ellipses surround those points that are
placed in the same set� and are thus clustered together�

Once the sets of points to be clustered have been determined� the average
values of each parameter within each set are calculated� These averaged points are
then sorted� their ranking dependent upon the number of points in the clustering
set that was used to form them� This ordered list of averaged points is the
probabilistic intersection of the original objects� The position of a point in the list
represents� in descending order� the probability that point is in the intersection�
relative to the other points� One problem with this method is that the resulting
intersection may have more points than any of the objects from which it was
generated�

The program inter �nds the probabilistic intersection of a given set of ob�
jects� using either clustering algorithm as required� and employing the distance
functions developed for the compare program� The program outputs ten inter�
sections� one extracted from the points in the augmented AS� combined with the
four derived when the distance function ignores each of the four parameters in
turn� the remaining �ve being formed from the binary relationship space in a
similar manner� The average and standard deviation of the number of points in
the input objects for each metric space� are also calculated and output by inter�
Before outputting the intersections� inter removes duplicate points between in�
tersections� and ranks the points in each intersection with a call to the standard
C library function qsort�

Figures ��	 and ��� display the augmented AS intersection of persons A
and B� graphed using the graph program� It is immediately clear from the �gure
that the intersection resulting from the maximal cliques algorithm has many more
points than the blobbing intersection� In fact the maximal clique intersection has
�� points� compared to the blobbing intersections ��� while the actual objects
themselves contain �� points� However a visual inspection of both intersections
show that they clearly only have points in those areas where points should be
expected� To test their accuracy� the intersections were compared against Person
A� �Figure ����� the partial distances of the result are shown in Figure ���� The
Person line shows the comparison of the two sets of points used to derive the in�
tersection �Figure ����� This is e
ectively the control� If either of the intersection
comparisons give greater partial distances than this line then that intersection
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Figure ��� Probabilistic in�

tersection formed using blob�
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Figure ��� Probabilistic in�

tersection formed using max�
imal cliques

is of minimal use in object recognition� as the result is unlike either of the sets
from which it was derived� However� the closer the intersections are to the zero
distance line� the better they are at extracting recognisable features� The com�
parisons of both algorithms with the object give similarly accurate intersections�
both well underneath the Person line� the blobbing algorithm giving a slightly
better intersection� although over a fewer number of points�

In order to test the time required by each clustering algorithm� they were
both tested on the same test data� and with the same value ����� for the thresh�
old distance� The test data consisted of �� points with no two points within
the threshold distance of each other� The test data was repeatedly input to the
program� such that it concatenated the test data onto itself a number of times� be�
fore attempting to �nd the intersection� Thus for each repetition� every point was
part of the intersection� a worse case than is normally likely to occur� Figure ���
shows the output of the Unix time command when the program was executed�
Unsurprisingly the NP�Complete clique algorithm required exponentially more
time than the polynomial blobbing algorithm�

These results suggests that in object recognition� the blobbing algorithm is
useful for quickly determining the broad object category� however in those cases
that require precision over a greater number of points� the maximal clique algo�
rithm would be more suitable�
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CHAPTER �

Object Recognition

��� The Network

The actual object recognition process is achieved in this project through the use of
a connectionist network� The network employed consists of three layers� the point
�input� layer� which compares individual points� the metric space �middle� layer�
which compares metric spaces� and the object �output� layer� which compares
objects� Each layer is connected to the layer above� and no other� No traditional
learning algorithm is used� The weightings on all connections in the network�
both intra�layer and inter�layer� are pre�determined by probabilistic intersections�
extracted from objects that are considered representative of the object classes to
be learnt� Figure 	�� presents a basic illustration of the networks structure and
connections�

The point layer consists of ten sub�networks� Each sub�network corresponds
to one of the ten metric spaces in a probabilistic intersection� That is� the sub�
networks have the same dimensions� and the same bounds upon their size as the
equivalent metric space� However the sub�networks comprise discrete hypercubes�
rather than being continuously valued� The size of these hypercubes is consistent
across the sub�networks and is equal to the threshold value that is used in de�
termining probabilistic intersections� This is because a single hypercube forms a
basin of attraction for a single point in an intersection� Hence this basin must not
be signi�cantly greater than the distance at which two points may be clustered
together� otherwise points in an unknown object could be incorrectly recognised
as equivalent to a point in the intersection� Similarly� the basin should be as
large as possible to facilitate the correct detection of points that have a slightly
erroneous position� Thus� with the size of the hypercubes set to ���� the resulting
sub�networks are particularly large ���� million hypercubes in the sub�network
associated with the full binary relationship space�� This represents a large store
of memory for learning objects� Hypercubes are binary� either they are active�

��
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(Inhibitory nodes)

Point Layer

Object Layer

Vector Space
Layer

Figure ���� Organisation of connection network
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and �re values up to nodes in metric space layer� or they do nothing�

The metric space layer contains twenty nodes for each distinct object class
that is being learnt� The twenty nodes are made up of two nodes per separate
metric space in a probabilistic intersection� that is there are two nodes for every
metric space in every object class� One of the nodes simply counts the number of
points in the metric space to which it is associated� these are called the inhibitory
nodes �shown as small circles in Figure 	���� The other holds a value signifying the
level of similarity between a point layer sub�network� and the associated metric
space of the object class that is represented by that node� These nodes are called
comparison nodes �shown as large circles in Figure 	���� The object layer contains
one node for every object class learnt� the nodes at this level denote the relative
likelihood that an object will be recognised as a member of a particular object
class� Nodes in both the metric space and object layers are continuous� their
value can be any real number� although their contents normally belong to certain
intervals� as explained later in this section�

In the point layer� none of the hypercubes inside a sub�network are intercon�
nected� neither are any of the sub�networks linked with each other� all the con�
nections are made by individual hypercubes to nodes in the metric space layer�
Every hypercube has a connection to every inhibitory node associated with the
metric space that represents that hypercubes sub�network� regardless of the ob�
ject class to which the inhibitory node belongs� The weight on the inhibitory
link is �� thus as hypercubes have a binary value� the input to each inhibitory
node will be equal to the number of hypercubes �ring� which is equivalent to the
number of points in the unknown object� Additionally� any hypercubes that are
equivalent to a point in one of the intersections to be learnt� will have a link to
a number of comparison nodes in the metric space layer� The comparison node
to which a hypercube connects� is the node to which represents the metric space
that the hypercube is associated� and the object class from which the equivalent
point originated� If there exists more than one object that contains an equivalent
point� then the hypercube will have a connection to all the associated comparison
nodes�

The weight on a connection from a hypercube to a comparison node� is propor�
tional to the relative importance of that intersection point to which the hypercube
is equivalent� This is determined by the ratio between the size of the clustering
set of the equivalent point� against the combined size of all the clustering sets in
the relevant intersection� The weights are scaled such that if all the hypercubes
equivalent to points� representing a single metric space of a particular intersec�
tion �re� then the value �� is sent to the appropriate comparison node� However
there is a problem with this method� the process of elucidating probabilistic in�
tersections may result in a larger set of points than any of the individual objects
that were used to form it� If this occurs it will place unreasonable demands upon
an object to be recognised� To be fully recognised� an object will require more
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points than could be expected from a member of its object class� To alleviate this
problem� only a certain number of the most important points in each metric space
from the intersection� are used to initialise hypercubes� Due to the intersection
points being ranked � each point can be examined in order until the limit has been
reached� This limit is set as the average number of points� in the metric space
for the object class in question� plus three times the standard deviation� The
limit is set at this level so as not to penalise those objects with a substantially
greater number of points than others in its class� Statistics indicate that the size
of ����� of objects in an object class� will lie within three standard deviations
of the average number of points in that class� However results suggest that the
limit is currently set too high� and should be lowered �Chapter ���

In the metric space layer every comparison node is connected to every other
comparison node� and to the object layer node that represents the appropriate
object� Each inhibition node only has a single link to its associated comparison
node� The weight on the link between an inhibitory node and its comparison
node� is proportional to the negative inverse of the standard deviation and total
number of points that were clustered together� in the metric space that is rep�
resented by the nodes in question� This value is scaled by the maximum initial
value of a comparison node� If i represents the current metric space� and contribi
is the total number of clustered points in metric space i� then the inhibition
nodes weight is�

inhibiti �
�max comparison node value����

�standard deviationi � ��� �contribi � ��

The weights on the connection between two comparison nodes is proportional to
the relative importance of one of the comparison nodes� and inversely proportional
to the importance of the other� The importance of a metric space is measured
by comparing the total size of all the clustering sets used to form points in the
metric space� divided by the combined size of all the clustering sets used in
forming the points belonging to an entire intersection �ten metric spaces�� That
is the importance of a metric space i� where N is the number of metric spaces
����� is�

impi �
contribiPN
j�� contribj

If a metric space has no importance to an object �impi � ��� then it plays no
part in the recognition process� Thus the weights on its connections to all other
comparison nodes are set to zero� this also avoids the problem of a division by
zero� The weight on the connection from a node to itself is set at one� Assuming
two comparison nodes� i and j� have some importance� then the weight wij on the
connection from i to j is scaled depending on the objects and metric spaces the
nodes represent� Nodes belonging to the same object reinforce each other� while
nodes representing di
erent objects inhibit each other by the same amount when
they are associated with di
erent metric spaces� or to a greater degree if they are
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associated with the same metric space� If the object which a node i represents is
denoted by obji� and the metric space it represents denoted vsi� then the weight
from any node i to any node j is given by�

wij �

��
�

� � if i � j

�� impi
impj

� if obji � objj

�� � impi
impj

� if obji �� objj and vsi � vsj

��� impi
impj

� if obji �� objj and vsi �� vsj

where both � and � are positive� and � � �� By default � and � are set to ����

and ��� respectively� Preliminary experimentation suggested that these values
are small enough not to result in a node being overwhelmed� while large enough
such that a nodes value is signi�cantly in�uenced by the other nodes� Note
that under this scheme the weight on the connection between two nodes is not
necessarily the same in both directions� wij �� wji� In fact� unless they are zero�
the connection weights are inversely symmetric� wij �

�

wji
� This causes relatively

important metric spaces to overwhelm the the more inconsequential nodes� even
if these nodes contain a large value�

Every comparison node in the metric space layer connects to a single node in
the object layer� This connection is between nodes representing the same object�
Thus each node in the object layer receives input from ten comparison nodes�
one for each metric space in an object class intersection� The weight on this
connection is the relative importance of the relevant metric space to the object
in total� This is calculated in an identical manner to the importance of a metric
space de�ned in the paragraph above� Hence the weights on the ten connections
to a single object node sum to the value ��� Thus� normally� the value of an
object node will not exceed ���� None of the object nodes are interconnected�

The program weight initialises and assigns weights to the connections in the
network de�ned in this section from a number of probabilistic intersections� Fig�
ure 	�� is a density plot of the weights on the comparison nodes after weight has
set the weights so as to recognise people and cars� The white boxes denote posi�
tive weights� black boxes represent negative weights and grey boxes are weights
which are zero� The �rst ten nodes on each axis ��� � ���� represent the intersec�
tions of the car object class� while the next ten are the person object class� The
�rst �ve rows�columns in both object classes are the intersections derived from
that object class augmented AS� the binary relationship space derived intersec�
tions form the next �ve� The �ve intersections from each metric space are in the
order� full intersection� knot ignored� sweep ignored� length ignored� and �map�
ping multiplicity� ignored� Thus the third row�column represents the intersection
formed from the cars augmented AS when the sweep parameter is ignored� and
the nineteenth row�column is the person object class binary relationship space
with the length ignored� As can be seen� the weight from a node to itself is set to
�� similarly columns and rows three� eight� thirteen� eighteen and twenty are set
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completely to zero� thus playing no part in the recognition process� Also visible
is the partitioning of the comparison nodes into excitory�inhibitory areas� The
two white areas represent comparison nodes connecting to other nodes in the
same object and reinforcing each other� the black areas show comparison nodes
connecting to di
erent objects and inhibiting them� The inverse symmetry of
the nodes across the line i � j can also be discerned� Furthermore those squares
representing the connections between nodes in di
erent objects� but from the
same metric space �squares along the lines i � j��� and i��� � j�� are clearly
darker than the other squares in the same quadrant�
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Figure ���� Density plot showing weights between comparison nodes i and j

��� The Recognition Process

The connectionist network detailed in Section 	�� is designed to facilitate the
fast recognition of an unknown object� When an unknown object is input at
the point layer� values propagate through the network to the object layer nodes�
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The �nal value contained within an object layer node will be proportional to the
probability that the unknown object is a member of the object class to which that
node is associated� Table 	�� contains the pseudo�code for the recognition process
within the network� The update function for nodes synchronously replaces the
current value of the node� with the sum of the values in the nodes to which it
is connected� multiplied by the weight on the connection� Synchronous updating
signi�es that the new value of a node should only be placed in the node after all
nodes have been updated� That is if the node to be updated is ni� there are N

nodes connected to ni and the weight on the link between ni and nj is wij� then
the new value of node ni is �

ni �
NX
j��

njwij

Prior to an unknown object being placed inside the network� it must be �rst
converted into a set points in its augmented AS and binary relationship space�
These points are then put into individual sub�networks within the point layer� If
the sub�network into which a set of points is inserted represents a metric space
that has one of its parameters set to zero� this parameter is arbitrarily set to zero
in the set of input points�

activate�direct�matches


update�nodes�metric�space�nodes


activate�indirect�matches


update�nodes�comparison�nodes


activate�inhibitory�nodes


update�nodes�comparison�nodes


repeat

activate�comparison�nodes


update�nodes�comparison�nodes� object�layer


until �identify�object�layer



Table ���� Pseudo�code for the recognition process

The �rst step in recognising an unknown object is to map the points onto
their equivalent sub�network hypercubes� The internal value of these hypercubes
is then set to one� that is they are activated� and the metric space layers nodes are
updated� This represents a direct match between a point in the unknown object
and a point in one of the intersections� After the initial update� any hypercubes
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that remain unactivated and have a connection to a comparison node are given
a second chance to activate� If such a node has an adjacent neighbour that
is activated� then it will �re a value up to its comparison node� in the second
update� However the value it sends is only half the weight on the connection
between them� This indirect match represents a point in the unknown object
which may be a point from an intersection� although with a lesser probability
than a direct match� so a lesser value is dispatched to the comparison node� To
ensure a large number of indirect matches do not overwhelm a comparison node
�hypercubes in the sub�network representing the binary relationship space have
���� adjacent hypercubes�� only two indirect matches are allowed per hypercube�
Thus the maximumvalue a hypercube can send to a comparison node during both
updates� is the weight on the connection between them�

Following the �ring of the point layer hypercubes� and the metric space layer
nodes being updated� the inhibitory nodes �re� The value contained by an in�
hibitory node is the absolute di
erence between the input it receives� and the
average number of points in the metric space and object it represents� When
these nodes �re� they inhibit their associated comparison node by an amount
proportional to the di
erence between the number of points in the unknown
object and the number of points normally expected in that object the node rep�
resents� Thus these nodes penalise an unknown object for being too small or
large compared to the object class under consideration�

Once the inhibitory nodes have �red� then the comparison nodes are activated
and are updated along with the object layer nodes� Since the weight on the
connection from a node to itself is one� the result of updating these nodes is to
modify its current value depending upon which object class is most consistent
with the unknown object� This is achieved by comparing the importance of
the metric space represented by the node� against all the other metric spaces�
The metric spaces will strengthen the other nodes from the same object class�
by an amount proportional to its relative importance� and weaken those from
alternative objects by a similar amount� However if the value of a node is negative
it will do the reverse� Additionally� nodes which represent the same metric space�
but di
erent object classes will a
ect each other to a greater degree than other
nodes� This forces one node to eventually dominate all the others representing
the same metric space� Furthermore� since the comparison nodes are updated
synchronously� all the nodes that have any importance to recognition are given
an opportunity to a
ect other nodes before being overwhelmedby nodes of greater
importance�

After updating the comparison nodes� the object layer nodes are updated� and
then examined to determine whether the conditions for object identi�cation have
been attained� Unknown objects are identi�ed by comparing each object layer
nodes value against a set of cut�o
 values� This results in the object class repre�
sented by the node� being placed into one of four identi�cation categories� relative
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to the unknown object� namely �de�nitely is� �probably not� �de�nitely not or
�undecided� The category thresholds a
ect the strictness of the recognition pro�
cess� The higher the cut�o
 values� the greater the required similarity between
between an unknown object and an internal object class before identi�cation can
take place� Default cut�o
s are� nodes with values above �� are �de�nitely is�
between ����� are �undecided� between ����� are �probably not� and anything
below �� is �de�nitely not� An object layer node of value �� signi�es that the
unknown object has at least half the important recognisable features in common
with the nodes object classs intersection� while a value of �� means there is only
a tenth of such features in common� The e
ect of modifying the default values
is examined in the experimental section of this thesis� Chapter �� Although not
explicitly referenced by any of the identi�cation criteria� the �probably not cat�
egory is used to separate the �de�nitely not and �undecided classi�cations� thus
possibly forcing continued processing if the unknown object is in this category�

If any of the nodes fall into the �de�nitely is category� then the unknown
object is identi�ed as a member of that nodes object class� However when
many nodes �t into the �de�nitely is class� then the recognition process will not
attempt to di
erentiate them� returning that it cant decide between the multiple
�de�nitely is object classes� The unknown object is identi�ed as defaulting to
an object class when one node is �undecided� while the remainder are in the
�de�nitely not category� The unknown object is considered to be none of the
classes learnt by the network� when all of the object nodes are in the �de�nitely
not category�

If the values of the object nodes do not �t into any of the identi�cation
categories� then the object layer nodes are considered inconclusive� and more
processing is required� Hence the process goes into a loop� the comparison nodes
are reactivated� then the comparison and object layer nodes are updated again�
This continues until the criteria for one of the identi�cation categories has been
met� or a set threshold number of iterations is reached� The default threshold
value is ��� Lower than this the comparison nodes may not result in an identi��
cation� any higher and an urecognisable object �one not a member of the learnt
object classes�� may be incorrectly classi�ed�

The program recog applies the above scheme in attempting to recognise an
unknown object� using a user�speci�ed weights �le� The user may also specify the
cut�o
s for the identi�cation categories� the threshold number of iterations and
the verbosity level� or use the internal defaults� Table 	�� shows the maximum
verbosity output from recogwhen the network was taught the object classes �per�
son and car� then required to recognise a headless person �Appendix C�� After
naming each object class� recog displays the number of iterations performed� the
initial value and the �nal value of the object node� Thus in Table 	��� the person
object class has an initial value of ���	�	���� and after �ve iterations through
the recognition process this becomes �������	�� The list of number after each
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class is the initial and �nal values of all the comparison nodes associated with
an object� only with the nodes relative importance in brackets� The comparison
nodes are listed in an identical order to those in the density plot of intra com�
parison node connections� Figure 	��� Note that the comparison nodes that have
a relative importance of zero� match the zero rows�columns in Figure 	���

Known object classes� car person

car� �����	��	��������������

��������������������� ����				�


���	�	���������	�� ����				�


���������������������� ���������


������������������ ���������


����	������������� ���������


���������������	���� ���������


�������������������� ���������


�������������������� ���������


����	����������	��� ���������


�����������������	�� ���������


person� �����	�	������������	�

���	�������������� ������	��


����������������	� ������	��


�������������������� ���������


���	�	�����������	 ������	��


��	��������������� ������	��


������������������� ������	��


����	������������� ���������


���������������������� ���������


������������������ ����	����


���������������������� ���������


person�a�decap�asd is in class person������	�	������������	�


Table ���� Verbose output from the recog program
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Experimentation

��� Results

In order to test the e
ectiveness of the connectionist network and the recognition
process �Chapter 	�� numerous experiments were conducted on diverse test data�
A number of people drew a collection of �� objects� which were converted into the
extended representation� and classi�ed into one of six categories� The categories
were� �� people� objects that are clearly people� �� acceptable people� objects
that could be people �eg� a decapitated person�� �� almost people� objects not
quite acceptable as people �eg� a limbless person�� �� cars� 	� almost cars� and
	� miscellaneous� anything that didnt �t into the other categories� Appendix C
shows all �� input objects�

The recog program was executed twelve times on every test object� on each
occasion modifying one variable� the clustering algorithm� the size of the inter�
sections� or the thresholds of the identi�cation categories� All other attributes
remained constant throughout the tests� including the object classes learnt� which
was always cars and people� The size of the probabilistic intersections was in�
creased by including in the intersectionmore objects representative of the relevant
object class� This was done in order to test whether only using the most impor�
tant points from an intersection is a suitable method� for ensuring the number
of recognisable points in an object class is not larger then the members of that
class� The e
ect of increasing the thresholds between identi�cation categories was
tested by boosting the cut o
 between �de�nitely not and �probably not to ���
and raising the thresholds between other categories by ��� Both clustering algo�
rithms were used to determine whether blobbing is an acceptable approximation
to maximal cliques�

The output from the twelve experiments on recog are given in Appendix D�
and summarised in Tables ��� through ���� Each table displays the results from
di
erent sized intersections� Table ��� shows intersections determined from two

��
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objects per object class �Person A�B� and Car ����� Table ��� adds another
object to the intersection �Person C and Car ��� and Table ��� uses four objects
�adding Person D and Car ��� The tables give the algorithm and threshold�
before detailing the number of errors made by recog� The errors are split into
two categories� close� those errors that are almost right� such as not recognising
an acceptable person� and wrong� unacceptable errors� such as not recognising a
person� or identifying a turtle as a car� The total column is the combined number
of wrong and close errors� out of the �� test objects�

Algorithm Cut o
 Close Wrong Total

Cliques Default � � �
Blobs Default � � �
Cliques High � � �
Blobs High � � �

Table ���� � object intersection results

Algorithm Cut o
 Close Wrong Total

Cliques Default � 	 �
Blobs Default � 	 �
Cliques High � � �
Blobs High � � �

Table ���� � object intersection results

Algorithm Cut o
 Close Wrong Total

Cliques Default � � �
Blobs Default � � ��
Cliques High � � 	
Blobs High � � �

Table ����  object intersection results

The recog program was written in ANSI C and compiled under gcc� using the
�O� �ag� on a SPARCServer	 running SunOS� Table ��� shows the output of the
Unix time command when the various programs used in the recognition process
were executed� The size column displays the number of objects used in determin�
ing the intersection� the algorithm column shows the clustering algorithm� and
the total column is the combined time taken by all programs� It should be noted
that the time for the recog program is the time required to identify all �� test
objects� All values are in terms of user seconds�
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Size Algorithm inter weight recog Total
� Blobs ���� ���� ���� ���
� Cliques ���� ���	 ���� ����
� Blobs ���� ���� ���� ����
� Cliques 	���� ��	� ���� 	����
� Blobs ���	 ���	 ���� ����
� Cliques ������ ���� ���� ������

Table ��� User time required by each program

��� Discussion

The results show that the method devised is particularly fast� and under some
conditions reasonably accurate� In the best case the recog program requires just
a fortieth of a second each to correctly identify ��� of the test objects� with ����
of the remainder being close errors� However certain experiments produced up
to ��� errors� although still very quickly�

Unsurprisingly maximal cliques proves to be more accurate than blobs� al�
though often requiring orders of magnitude more time� However this extra time
cost is only necessary once� as the weight and inter programs speed are inde�
pendent of the clustering algorithm� Thus the extra time consumed is probably
worthwhile considering the increased accuracy� unless the recognition system is
required to learn object classes �on the �y��

A clear trend evident from the results is that the accuracy decreases with the
increasing size of the intersection employed� This suggests that the method of
simply ignoring all points below a certain threshold position is �awed� The four
object clique intersection is the only intersection to have more points in any metric
space than three standard deviations above the average� The only intersections
below the average number of points are the two object intersections� Thus the
problem most probably lies in the threshold being set to high� and therefore
there are too many recognisable points each with its relative importance set
unnecessarily low�

Raising the cuto
 values for the identi�cation classes appears to improve the
performance of the recognition process� especially in the larger intersection exper�
iments� This is because the higher thresholds force more stringent requirements
upon the unknown object if it is to be identi�ed� However doing this changes
the nature of the erroneous identi�cations� Relatively low thresholds e
ectively
expand the recognition set� so that recog will recognise all the objects that are
members of the learnt object classes� and also identify some objects which are in
none of these classes� Increasing the thresholds causes recog to incorrectly iden�
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tify objects not belonging to any set� but also not recognise some objects which
are members of known classes� equivalent to shrinking the recognition set� These
e
ects of changing the thresholds are more discernible in the output contained
in Appendix D� The errors in the default threshold experiments are mainly due
to incorrectly recognising objects in the almost people� almost cars and miscella�
neous categories as people or cars� Errors in the high threshold experiments are
frequently the result of not identifying objects in the person or car categories�

Figure ���� A turtle

One object that is consistently incorrectly identi�ed� is the turtle object �Fig�
ure ����� All experiments recognised the turtle as a car with a reasonable degree
of certainty� This is due to the method of recognition� The network will �rst
attempt to identify an unknown object as one of the learnt object classes� Only
if recog can not force an object into the known classes will the program return
that the object is not something it can recognise� In the case of the turtle� recog
is certain the object is not a person and thus attempts to recognise it as a car�
after a number iterations in the metric space layer� it is made to �t into this cat�
egory� However� if the network is taught the turtle object class� then this object
is correctly identi�ed�
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Conclusion

��� Conclusion

The purpose of this project was the construction of a scheme for object rep�
resentation� and the devising of a connectionist network for object recognition�
based upon this scheme� Experimentation on the connectionist network� de�
scribed within this thesis �Chapter 	�� produces good results� with around ���
of the test data correctly recognised� under acceptable conditions �Chapter ���
Additionally� the simple fact that the recognition scheme correctly identi�es the
majority of the input objects� suggests that the comparison methods developed
�Chapter �� are able to capture the recognisable features of an object class� and
then di
erentiate between these classes� This also indicates that the object repre�
sentation scheme devised �Chapter ��� is capable of suitably encoding an object�

Importantly� the recognition process within the network is very fast� requiring
hundredths of a second to identify an object �Chapter ��� Although this is after
the probalistic intersections of a set of objects representing an object class have
been generated� The process of extracting a set of recognisable features using the
NP�Complete maximal clique algorithm dominates the time demands of the sys�
tem� usually by orders of magnitude� However� the much faster polynomial blob�
bing clustering algorithm can be used� greatly speeding the recognition process�
but at the cost of lessened accuracy� The trade�o
 generally favours the slower�
more precise technique of searching for maximal cliques� due to the isolated na�
ture of generating intersections within the system� Furthermore� the design of the
connectionist network is inherently parallel� and thus if implemented using the
concurrent paradigm� has the capability of requiring even less time� The network
is also easily modi�able� To add a new object class� the relevant hypercubes�
inhibitory nodes� comparison nodes and object nodes need to be initialised� and
their weights set accordingly� None of the existing nodes or weights have to be
changed� Deleting an object class is equally easy� only the nodes and weights

��
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associated with that object class need to be removed�

At present the system has associated with it certain limitations� The recog�
nition method assumes that the input will be perfectly formed� with no syntactic
or semantic noise� Thus the input must be suitably pre�processed� a speci�ca�
tion that can not currently be automated� and instead must be performed by
�hand�� The prerequisite that the position of edgeset be consistently de�ned is
particularly constricting as it forces objects of the same class to conform to a
set prototype and necessitates that this template be �remembered� for future
reference� Another constraint upon the system is the requirement that a rela�
tively small number of objects be used in determining the recognisable features
of an object class� However this can be overcome but adjusting the thresholds on
the identi�cation categories� or by utilising the extensive memory capacity of the
network and teaching it every possible object class that will likely be encountered�

��� Further Work

Pre�eminent among the extensions that should be made to the work detailed in
this thesis� is the development of an image pre�processing system� This system
would need the capability to detect edges in a real world image� Then convert
them into semantically disjoint edgesets� consisting of arcs which could be input
by the recognition system� Once combined with the identi�cation system detailed
in this thesis� the result would be a complete object recognition system� possi�
bly with real world applications� and greatly accelerating the experimentation
process�

Further experimentation and examination should be conducted upon the iden�
ti�cation process� performed with extensive test data drawn from more object
classes� The aim of this should be the development of methods for automatically
setting the thresholds between identi�cation categories� and other system vari�
ables� that are dependent on the properties of the learnt object classes� Work
should also focus on solving the edgeset position problem� devising a method of
encoding them so as to be invariant with respect to the position from which they
are measured� Also� the recognition system could only bene�t from the exami�
nation of higher order relationship spaces and the coding of a concurrent version
of the recognition process�

A possible future application could be in the realm of character recognition�
Simple image transformations such as dilation� closing and edge detection �See
Smith ������ should produce edges relatively easy to translate into arcs� and se�
mantically disjoint edgesets�
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APPENDIX A

Original Honours Proposal

Title� Connectionist Network Architecture For Object Recognition

Student� Charles Robert Tolhurst Cordingley

Supervisor� Dr Paul Hadingham

Aim� Object recognition is an important aspect of many systems in arti�cial
intelligence� such as vision and robotic systems�

Hadingham ���� suggested a scheme for representing edge�based objects as
parametrized arcs� a representation which remains untried� Hadinghams
model will be extended and used as the formal basis for this project�

The �nal goal of the project will be to produce a system� based around a
neural network structure and utilising the extended representation sheme�
capable of recognising two�dimensional planar edge images of objects�

Method� Hadinghams representation scheme describes an edge�based object as a
word in a context free grammar� This language converts edges into a set of
arcs determined by the parameters knot angle� sweep angle and arc length�

Hence a set of vector spaces de�ned by the arc parameters can be con�
structed� with each arc representing a point in the vector space� These
vector spaces can be used to express the relationships between the arcs�

The two methods of representing the object� as a set of parameter spaces
and in terms of a context free grammar� will be investigated� A neural net
will be trained to recognise edge images utilising the representation scheme
resulting from the investigation� Where ever possible real image data will
be used in preference to manufactured data� However the project will not
involve transforming real images into appropriate edge images� rather� the
edge images will form the starting point�

The project will be constructed using C or C�� on a UNIX platform�

��
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Psuedo�code for Maximal Clique Search

This pseudo�code is taken from the book �Combinatorial Algorithms� by Rein�
gold� Neivergelt and Deo �����

adj�f� returns all the nodes adjacent to f �
V is the set of all pairs of adjacent nodes�
S is the clique currently being examined�
N is the set of all the nodes that can be added to S�
D is the set of nodes that may not be added to S�

S � �
CLIQUE�V� ��

procedure CLIQUE�N�D�
if N 	D � � then output S� which is a maximal clique
else

if N �� � then 
explore �rst s ubtree�
f � vertex in N

EXPLORE�f�

explore remaining subtrees�
while N 
 �V � adj�f�� �� � do v � vertex in N 
 �V � adj�f��
EXPLORE�v�

else 
if N � � and D �� � the n no new cliques�
return

procedure EXPLORE�u�
N � N � u

S � S 	 u

CLIQUE�N 
 adj�u��D 
 adj�u��
S � S � u

D � D 	 u

return

��



APPENDIX C

Data

C�� People

Figure C��� person a Figure C��� person b

Figure C��� person c Figure C�� person d

��



C� Data ��

Figure C��� person�hat

C�� Acceptable People

Figure C��� person�decap Figure C��� person�hat�legless



C� Data ��

Figure C��� person�legless

C�	 Almost People

Figure C���

person�decap�legless
Figure C���� person�limbless



C� Data ��

C�� Cars

Car 1

Figure C���� car�

Car 2

Figure C���� car�

Figure C���� car� Figure C��� car�



C� Data ��

C�� Almost Cars

Figure C���� bike

Figure C���� skate

Figure C���� tank

Figure C���� truck



C� Data ��

Figure C���� box�on�wheels Figure C���� ute

C�� Misc

Figure C���� glasses Figure C���� horse



C� Data �	

Figure C���� house Figure C��� mug

Figure C���� example Figure C���� np

Figure C���� turtle Figure C���� square



C� Data ��

Figure C���� test� Figure C���� test�
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Raw Results

D�� � Object Blob Intersection with Default Thresholds

Known object classes� car person

bike�asd is in class car�������	����������������


box�on�wheels�asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in class car�������	�����������		�	


car��asd is in class car���	����������	��������


car��asd is in class car�����������������������


car��asd is in class car����	����	�������������


exp�asd is in none of the known classes

glasses�asd is in none of the known classes

horse�asd is in class person�����������������������


house�asd is in none of the known classes

mug�asd is in none of the known classes

np�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�asd is in class person���		���������		�������


person�a�decap�asd is in class person����������������������	


person�a�decap�legless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�hat�asd is in class person��������	��������������


person�a�hat�legless�asd is in class person�����������	�����������


person�a�legless�asd is in class person�����	����	�	�����	��	��


person�a�limbless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�b�asd is in class person���	����������	��������


person�c�asd is in class person����	�	�	������	�	�	���


person�d�asd is in class person�����������������������


skate�asd is in none of the known classes

square�asd is in none of the known classes

tank�asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

truck�asd is undecided� probably none ���


��
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turtle�asd is in class car��������	��������������


ute�asd is in none of the known classes

D�� � Object Blob Intersection with High Thresholds

Known object classes� car person

bike�asd is in none of the known classes

box�on�wheels�asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in class car�������	������	��������


car��asd is in class car���	����������	��������


car��asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in class car����	����	�������������


exp�asd is in none of the known classes

glasses�asd is in none of the known classes

horse�asd is in class person�����������������������


house�asd is in none of the known classes

mug�asd is in none of the known classes

np�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�asd is in class person���		���������		�������


person�a�decap�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�a�decap�legless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�hat�asd is in class person��������	��������������


person�a�hat�legless�asd is in class person�����������	�������	��	


person�a�legless�asd is in class person�����	����	�	��������	��


person�a�limbless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�b�asd is in class person���	����������	��������


person�c�asd is in class person����	�	�	������	�	�	���


person�d�asd is in class person�	���������������������


skate�asd is in none of the known classes

square�asd is in none of the known classes

tank�asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

truck�asd is in none of the known classes

turtle�asd is in class car��������	�����	��	�����


ute�asd is in none of the known classes

D�	 � Object Clique Intersection with Default Thresholds

Known object classes� car person

bike�asd is in none of the known classes
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box�on�wheels�asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in class car����	������������������


car��asd is in class car���	����������	��������


car��asd is in class car���������������	�������


car��asd is in class car����	������������������


exp�asd is in none of the known classes

glasses�asd is in none of the known classes

horse�asd is undecided� probably none ���


house�asd is in none of the known classes

mug�asd is in none of the known classes

np�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�a�decap�asd is in class person������	�	������������	�


person�a�decap�legless�asd is in class person�������������������	����


person�a�hat�asd is undecided� probably none ���


person�a�hat�legless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�legless�asd is in class person�������		���������		���


person�a�limbless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�b�asd is in class person���	����������	��������


person�c�asd is in class person���	����������	��������


person�d�asd is in class person������	�	��������	�	���


skate�asd is in none of the known classes

square�asd is in none of the known classes

tank�asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

truck�asd is in none of the known classes

turtle�asd is in class car���������������������	�


ute�asd is in none of the known classes

D�� � Object Clique Intersection with High Thresholds

Known object classes� car person

bike�asd is in none of the known classes

box�on�wheels�asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in class car����	�����������������	


car��asd is in class car���	����������	��������


car��asd is in class car�����������������	���	�


car��asd is in class car����	������������������


exp�asd is in none of the known classes

glasses�asd is in none of the known classes

horse�asd is in none of the known classes

house�asd is in none of the known classes



D� Raw Results 	�

mug�asd is in none of the known classes

np�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�a�decap�asd is in class person�	����	�	��������������


person�a�decap�legless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�hat�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�hat�legless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�legless�asd is in class person�������		���������		���


person�a�limbless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�b�asd is in class person���	����������	��������


person�c�asd is in class person���	����������	��������


person�d�asd is in class person������	�	��������������


skate�asd is in none of the known classes

square�asd is in none of the known classes

tank�asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

truck�asd is in none of the known classes

turtle�asd is in class car��������������	���	����


ute�asd is in none of the known classes

D�� 	 Object Blob Intersection with Default Thresholds

Known object classes� car person

bike�asd is undecided� probably none ���


box�on�wheels�asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in class car�	���������������������


car��asd is in class car�����������������������


car��asd is in class car��������	�	��������	�	�


car��asd is in class car�����������������������


exp�asd is in none of the known classes

glasses�asd is in none of the known classes

horse�asd is in class person�����������������������


house�asd is in class person�	������	��������������


mug�asd is in class car�	������	��������������


np�asd is in class car�������	���������������


person�a�asd is in class person������	��	�������	��	��


person�a�decap�asd is in class person��������	�����������	��


person�a�decap�legless�asd is in class person����������	������������


person�a�hat�asd is undecided� probably none ���


person�a�hat�legless�asd is undecided� probably none ���


person�a�legless�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�a�limbless�asd is in none of the known classes



D� Raw Results 	�

person�b�asd is in class person����������	����������	�


person�c�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�d�asd is in class person�����������������������


skate�asd is in class car�������	���	�����������


square�asd is in none of the known classes

tank�asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

truck�asd is undecided� probably none ���


turtle�asd is in class car������	�	��������������


ute�asd is in none of the known classes

D�� 	 Object Blob Intersection with High Thresholds

Known object classes� car person

bike�asd is in none of the known classes

box�on�wheels�asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in class car���������������	�	�����


car��asd is in class car�����������������������


car��asd is in class car��������	�	������������


car��asd is in class car��������������������	��


exp�asd is in none of the known classes

glasses�asd is in none of the known classes

horse�asd is in class person�����������������������


house�asd is in none of the known classes

mug�asd is in none of the known classes

np�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�asd is in class person������	��	�������	��	��


person�a�decap�asd is in class person��������	�����������		�


person�a�decap�legless�asd is in class person����������	������������


person�a�hat�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�hat�legless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�legless�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�a�limbless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�b�asd is in class person����������	����������	�


person�c�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�d�asd is in class person�����������������������


skate�asd is in none of the known classes

square�asd is in none of the known classes

tank�asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

truck�asd is in none of the known classes



D� Raw Results 	�

turtle�asd is in class car������	�	�����	���	����


ute�asd is in none of the known classes

D�� 	 Object Clique Intersection with Default Thresholds

Known object classes� car person

bike�asd is in class person�����������	�����������


box�on�wheels�asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in class car�������	�	�������������	


car��asd is in class car���	����������	��������


car��asd is in class car�������	�	��������	�	��


car��asd is in class car�����������	����������	


exp�asd is in none of the known classes

glasses�asd is in none of the known classes

horse�asd is in class car�����������������������


house�asd is in class person�����������������������


mug�asd is in none of the known classes

np�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�a�decap�asd is in class person����	������������������


person�a�decap�legless�asd is in class person�����������������	�����


person�a�hat�asd is undecided� probably none ���


person�a�hat�legless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�legless�asd is in class person���	��	�������	��	�����


person�a�limbless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�b�asd is in class person���	����������	��������


person�c�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�d�asd is in class person�����������������������


skate�asd is in none of the known classes

square�asd is in none of the known classes

tank�asd is in class person�����������������������


test��asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

truck�asd is undecided� probably none ���


turtle�asd is in class car�������	��	������������


ute�asd is in none of the known classes

D�
 	 Object Clique Intersection with High Thresholds

Known object classes� car person

bike�asd is in class person������������	��������	��




D� Raw Results 	�

box�on�wheels�asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in class car���	����������	��������


car��asd is in class car�������	�	��������		���


car��asd is in class car�����������	�����������


exp�asd is in none of the known classes

glasses�asd is in none of the known classes

horse�asd is in class car�����������������������


house�asd is in none of the known classes

mug�asd is in none of the known classes

np�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�a�decap�asd is in class person����	�������������			�	


person�a�decap�legless�asd is in class person��������������������		�


person�a�hat�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�hat�legless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�legless�asd is in class person���	��	�������	��	�����


person�a�limbless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�b�asd is in class person���	����������	��������


person�c�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�d�asd is in class person�����������������������


skate�asd is in none of the known classes

square�asd is in none of the known classes

tank�asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

truck�asd is in none of the known classes

turtle�asd is in class car�������	��	������������


ute�asd is in none of the known classes

D�� � Object Blob Intersection with Default Thresholds

Known object classes� car person

bike�asd is in class person������������������������


box�on�wheels�asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is undecided� probably none ���


car��asd is in class car������	�		�������	�		��


car��asd is in class car��������	��	�������	��	


car��asd is in class car�����������������������


exp�asd is in none of the known classes

glasses�asd is in none of the known classes

horse�asd is one of car�������	����������	����
 person�������	�������	�������


house�asd is in class person�������������������	���




D� Raw Results 	�

mug�asd is in class car�����������������������	


np�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�asd is in class person���	����������	��������


person�a�decap�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�a�decap�legless�asd is in class person�����������	����������	


person�a�hat�asd is undecided� probably none ���


person�a�hat�legless�asd is undecided� probably none ���


person�a�legless�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�a�limbless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�b�asd is in class person��������	����������	���


person�c�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�d�asd is in class person�����������������������


skate�asd is in class car���������	�������������


square�asd is in none of the known classes

tank�asd is in class person�����������	��������	��


test��asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

truck�asd is in class person�����������	����������	


turtle�asd is in class car������	���	���������	��


ute�asd is in none of the known classes

D��� � Object Blob Intersection with High Thresholds

Known object classes� car person

bike�asd is undecided� probably none ���


box�on�wheels�asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in class car������	�		�������������


car��asd is in class car��������	��	�������	��	


car��asd is in class car�����������������������


exp�asd is in none of the known classes

glasses�asd is in none of the known classes

horse�asd is in class person����	����������	�������


house�asd is in class person�	���������������	�	���


mug�asd is in none of the known classes

np�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�asd is in class person���	����������	��������


person�a�decap�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�a�decap�legless�asd is in class person�����������	�����������


person�a�hat�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�hat�legless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�legless�asd is in class person�����������������	�����


person�a�limbless�asd is in none of the known classes



D� Raw Results 		

person�b�asd is in class person��������	����������	���


person�c�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�d�asd is in class person�����������������������


skate�asd is in none of the known classes

square�asd is in none of the known classes

tank�asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

truck�asd is in class person�����������	�����������


turtle�asd is in class car�	����	���	�����������	


ute�asd is in none of the known classes

D��� � Object Clique Intersection with Default Thresholds

Known object classes� car person

bike�asd is undecided� probably none ���


box�on�wheels�asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in class car�����������������������


car��asd is in class car�����������������������


car��asd is in class car�����������������������


exp�asd is in none of the known classes

glasses�asd is in none of the known classes

horse�asd is in class car����	�����	����	�����	�


house�asd is in class person�����������	�����	�����


mug�asd is in none of the known classes

np�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�a�decap�asd is in class person��������������������	�	


person�a�decap�legless�asd is in class person��������	��������������


person�a�hat�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�hat�legless�asd is in class car������������������	�����


person�a�legless�asd is in class person�������	����������	����


person�a�limbless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�b�asd is in class person�����������	����������	


person�c�asd is in class person���	��	�������	��	�����


person�d�asd is in class person�����������������������


skate�asd is in class car�������	�������������	�


square�asd is in none of the known classes

tank�asd is in class person�����������������������


test��asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

truck�asd is undecided� probably none ���




D� Raw Results 	�

turtle�asd is in class car�����������������������


ute�asd is in none of the known classes

D��� � Object Clique Intersection with High Thresholds

Known object classes� car person

bike�asd is in none of the known classes

box�on�wheels�asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in none of the known classes

car��asd is in class car�����������������������


car��asd is in class car�����������������������


car��asd is in class car�����������������������


exp�asd is in none of the known classes

glasses�asd is in none of the known classes

horse�asd is in class car����	�����	����	�����	�


house�asd is in none of the known classes

mug�asd is in none of the known classes

np�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�asd is in class person�����������������������


person�a�decap�asd is in class person���������������������	�


person�a�decap�legless�asd is in class person��������	��������������


person�a�hat�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�hat�legless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�a�legless�asd is in class person�������	����������	����


person�a�limbless�asd is in none of the known classes

person�b�asd is in class person�����������	����������	


person�c�asd is in class person���	��	�������	��	�����


person�d�asd is in class person�����������������������


skate�asd is in none of the known classes

square�asd is in none of the known classes

tank�asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

test��asd is in none of the known classes

truck�asd is in none of the known classes

turtle�asd is in class car�������������������	���


ute�asd is in none of the known classes


